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Eight Weeks To Optimum Health

Now expanded and updated: The book in which one of America's most brilliant and respected
doctors gives us his famous program for improving and maintaining healthâ€”already the program of
choice for hundreds of thousands. Eight Weeks to Optimum Health focuses all of Andrew Weil's
expertise in both conventional and alternative medicine on a practical week-by-week, step-by-step
plan, covering diet, exercise, lifestyle, stress, and environmentâ€”all of the aspects of daily living that
affect health and well-being. And he shows how his program can be tailored to the specific needs of
pregnant women, senior citizens, overweight people, and those at risk for cancer, among others.Dr.
Weil has added the most up-to-date findings on such vital subjects as cholesterol, antioxidants,
trans fats, toxic residues in the food supply, soy products, and vitamins and supplements, together
with a greatly enhanced source list for information and supplies.Preventive in the broadest sense,
straightforward, and encouraging, Eight Weeks to Optimum Health has proved to be, and in this
updated version will continue to be, an essential book. --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.
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Andrew Weil is a legendary figure in the Health business. He advocates a mix of conventional
medicine( for crises) and alternative medicine ( prevention and maintenance). He is a best- selling
author and this present work is a revised edition of one of his best known books.In it he provides an
eight- week health plan for optimum health. Each week he gives his recommendations for changing
one's self. Diet, exercise, breathing, overall mental and spiritual attitude are the fundamental

subjects he deals with.. He provides case - histories which recount the cures of those who took his
'medicine'Weil recommends a number of changes in Diet which most nutritionists would accept
wholeheartedly. He recommends a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, fibre, and fish - derived
Omega- three..Where Weil is controversial is in his wholehearted recommended of various
alternative medicines and vitamin supplements. I do not know whether or not he is right in his claims
for Gingkao Bilbao,, Milk Thistle( LIver illness) ,Saw Palmetto ( prostate ) but his use of anecdotal
rather than statistical evidence is less than wholly convincing.I found most interesting his emphasis
on ' breathing techniques' as basis for improved health. And I will perhaps make efforts at exploring
it.He has special sections for those fifty years old, and for those seventy years old.On the whole I
have a sense that he is sane, balanced and by and large correct in most of his
recommendations.But I think caution is required in undertaking many of the supplements he
recommends. Perhaps it is best to read this book, and take whatever practical messages one
derives from it, to one 's own personal physician for evaluation.

I think this is a solid book. It is not about dieting for losing weight, but dieting for healthy living.
Change is almost always more difficult than we think it will be, and certainly changing one's dietary
habits are among the more difficult habits to change. By breaking down this change into an eight
week program, Weil makes the transition from "eating habit A" to "eating habit B" more practical
than other eating for healthy living diets I've seen. I have to admit that I found each week turning
into 2 or 3 weeks, but that did provide a sound foundation from which to build, and did not force
change on me too quickly. I managed to make it through week 8 using the first edition of this book
(about 6 months worth of time using my 2-3 week per chapter pace). I definitely felt better than
when I began the program.After going through this book, I stopped paying attention to my diet and
just wanted to see what habits would remain. I think about 1/3 of what I learned in Weil's book I still
practiced after about a year. I bought the second edition as a reinvestment into the program. It is
essentially the same as the first edition, but with updated information (vitamins and such) and also
new recipes. I think there are enough changes to warrant purchasing it.

I really like that this book tells you what TO do instead of what NOT to do.It doesn't say "don't eat
carbs" or "don't eat fat". Instead, it says "eat broccoli", "eat salmon", and "eat soy protein". It doesn't
say "do 50 pushups", it says "spend a few minutes walking" and "spend a few minutes observing
your breath". It offers a few suggestions that are unconventional ("ignore the news for a few days"),
but very helpful. It starts very simple and slow, and it adds a few small steps every week. So it's a

very manageable way to build some good habits, particularly if you are starting from the absolute
beginning.I don't know how much science there is behind certain things, especially some of the
supplements. Do I really need to eat ginger root every week? I don't eat it regularly now, but it was
easy enough to try it once. Dr. Weil uses a lot of anecdotal "evidence" to make his points, but that's
OK. It's an easy plan to implement, and if something doesn't work for you, there's nothing saying
you have to do it forever. Try it once, and then choose what works for you and what doesn't.I did
lose a substantial amount of weight during my eight weeks, even though this book isn't necessarily
intended as a weight loss plan. Whether you are trying to lose weight or not, you will build some
very good habits, and you will feel better about yourself right off the bat. If nothing else, it will make
you think about how you eat, how you exercise, and how you medicate. I don't view this as a plan to
cure disease or even to lose weight, but rather as a foundation for a better everyday lifestyle.This is
a great launching pad to healthier living, especially if you have no idea where to start.

I read the original version of this book when it first came out and I was very impressed. Both the
new and old version of this book are excellent, easy to follow roadmaps to improve your health and
prevent problems down the road.As a former biochemist and physiology teaching fellow, I can
understand the reasoning behind many of Dr. Weil's supplement recommendations. However, it is
important to proceed with caution especially in the area of herbal medicine. Some of these
compounds do have a powerful effect and they don't mix well with other medications and sometimes
each other.A lot of this material is recycled, but it is updated. It worth having the updates, but if you
have read the first version, you will see a lot of material that is familiar.This is a very encouraging,
easy to follow, common sense approach to making permanent changes in your life. It covers every
realm of fitness from physical to mental and even spiritual. The breathing section is also good and I
have seen these techniques work in using biofeedback with my clients and myself. They really do
produce profound physiological effects.
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